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Abstract. New materials have been recognized as key drivers for corporate profitability and growth in
today’s fast changing environment. To evaluate the development and gain useful appraising information of new materials thus becomes a critical issue. However, little has been done in discussing the
selection of technology valuation methods for the development of new materials. Accordingly, this
study adopted the fuzzy AHP method to obtain the opinions of professionals on this issue. These
efforts resulted in seven evaluation criteria with one, the “data validity” being given the highest
weight, followed by “method adaptability” and “technology development evaluability”. It was concluded that the real option approach and income method are the two most applicable technology
valuation methods for evaluating new materials development. In addition, the application of the
fuzzy AHP method provided a relevant avenue for corporation policy makers and researchers to
evaluate the technology valuation methods for new materials.
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Introduction
New materials have been recognized as key drivers for corporate profitability and growth
in today’s fast changing environment. Usually these come about through the replacement
of natural materials by synthetic ones that are cheaper or better. The replacement of silk by
nylon and the substitution of cotton by a whole host of synthetic fibers are such examples
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(Martino 1993). In addition to this, nanotechnology is emerging as an important technological
change in new materials. Many industries such as semiconductors and chemicals are already
creating products with enhanced performance based on new materials with nanosized features.
According to the estimation by the National Science Foundation (USA), the nanotechnology
market will experience steep annual growth, capable of bringing in more than US$ 1 trillion
after the 2010 (Business Communications Co. Inc. 2003; President’s Council of Advisors on
Science and Technology 2005).
However, there are many uncertainties and risks in new materials development. Hence,
it is very significant to maintain company niches in the market and develop unique abilities
through the management of intellectual property rights. Intellectual property rights include
brand valuation, trademark rights, patent rights and so on; but in the field of new materials
which is technology-intensive, patent rights play a major and crucial role (Cheng et al. 2008;
Wartburg, Teichert 2008). Enterprises can obtain greater income by licensing their patents
to other IP (intellectual property) users. On the other hand, enterprises can also purchase
patents from IP providers to reduce their R&D risk.
Consequently, the selection of an appropriate technology valuation method to gain useful
valuation information about the new material becomes more and more important. However,
little has been done in assessing the selection of technology valuation methods on this topic.
Accordingly, the main purposes of this study are the identification of the critical evaluation
criteria and the evaluation of the technology valuation methods for these new materials.
Over the past two decades, there has been a growth in the number of multiple criteria
decision-making methods for assisting decision-making (Peldschus 2009; Zavadskas, Turskis,
2011). These allow decision-makers to evaluate various alternatives for achieving their goal.
Among these, the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP) is one of the most popular (Zhau,
Goving 1991; Ghotb, Warren 1995; Teng, Tzeng 1996; Cheng et al. 2008; Aydın, Arslan 2009;
Zhang, Liu 2010; Han, Liu 2011; Kaya, Kahraman 2011; Parsaeia et al. 2012; Zolfani et al. 2012;
Fouladgar et al. 2012). People often use knowledge that is imprecise rather than precise. The
fuzzy set theory can resemble human reasoning in the use of approximate information and
uncertainty to generate decisions. It was specifically designed to mathematically represent
uncertainty and vagueness, and provide formalized tools for dealing with the imprecision
intrinsic to many problems (Zadeh 1965; Williams 2003; Kahraman et al. 2004; Han, Liu
2011). Consequently, in order to make this study more sensible and gain a more representative description of the decision-making process, this paper would apply the fuzzy AHP to
evaluate the technology valuation methods for the new materials field.
1. Review and classification of technology valuation method
Technology valuation is used to estimate the value of an activity to review its technological,
commercial and marketability factors with intangible technology itself (Smith, Parr 1994).
There are three well-known approaches to the valuation of technology. They are the cost-based
approach, market reference, and income method (Mard 2000a, b; Pavri 1999). In addition to
these three approaches, the real option approach has become the latest (Boer 2004).
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The cost-based approach is based on the economic principle of substitution, that postulates
that a prudent buyer would pay no more and a willing seller could command no more for a
technology than the cost to create an intellectual asset of equal desirability and utility. Specifically, there are two radical types in the cost-based approach, namely reproduction cost and
replacement cost. Reproduction cost contemplates the construction of an exact replica of the
subject intellectual property. Replacement cost considers the cost to recreate the functionality
or utility of the subject technology, but in a form or appearance that may be different from
the subject technology. Both types take into account depreciation and obsolescence (Park, Y.,
Park, G. 2004). Furthermore, the cost-based approach has the advantage of simplicity and ease
of application. However, the cost-based approach has its limitations. It is unable to capture
the economic benefits and the potential of the technology due to difficulties in obtaining the
underlying data and identifying depreciation factors (Mard 2000a, b; Pavri 1999; Boer 2004).
The market reference method is based on the knowledge that there is an active market in
similar technologies, and the value of this intellectual property asset is determined by comparison with sales or licenses of similar technologies or intellectual property. It is a simple
and logical method. However, the prerequisite for the market reference method is the existence of an active public market and transaction data of comparable properties. It is limited
since there is rarely an active market in which public information, price and comparability
is readily available (Boer 2004; Park, Y., Park, G. 2004).
The income method is based on the discounted cash flow (DCF) theory. It is measured by
the net present value (NPV) of associated economic benefits over the lifetime of the technology.
The value is determined by the income-producing capability of the subject technology. To use
this method effectively, income statements must be projected for the life of the technology
and an appropriate discount rate applied. Therefore, it also takes the chance of introducing
errors due to its subjective estimation of major parameters (Smith, Parr 1994; Boer 2004).
The real option approach is borrowed from the widely used method for valuing financial
options (Faulkner 1996). This reflects the unexpected market for decision making. With respect to variability, contingency and flexibility, the option approach is quite useful. This real
option is comparable to a financial option in that it gives a firm a right, but not the obligation,
to do something in the future. However, the real option differs from a financial option in its
practical application. In particular, these real options are subject to uncertainty, i.e. the value
of the options changes as time evolves and new information about the investment project
comes in (Wu, Yen 2007; Wörner, Grupp 2003; Jerak, Wagner 2006; Ernst et al. 2010; Verdu
et al. 2012). Three levels of real option thinking can be distinguished (Faulkner 1996; Wu,
Yen 2007; Wörner, Grupp 2003; Dissel et al. 2005). The starting level is to realize that some
investments can be understood as options, in that what is being paid for is the “right to play”
and that there is no guaranteed pay-off. The second level focuses on quantifying the value
of the flexibility in projects by using decision trees and estimated probabilities (Faulkner
1996). These approaches encourage the exploitation of uncertainty rather than the fear of it.
The third level of real option thinking refers to the mathematical modeling techniques that
have proved successful in the financial markets. It brings in the ideas of replicating portfolios
and of arbitrage pricing, i.e. what should the price of this option be so that no-one can make
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“excessive” guaranteed profits (Dissel et al. 2005). Accordingly, nowadays the real option
approach is gaining growing attention due to its flexibility.
To sum up, Table 1 presents the definitions and comparisons of the technology valuation
methods described (Park, Y., Park, G. 2004; Jang, Ryu 2008).
Table 1. Definitions and comparisons of technology valuation methods
Method

Cost-based approach

Market reference

Income method

Definition

Valuation based
on cost required to
reproduce or replace
technology

Valuation based on
the present worth
of future income
flow

Advantages

Easy to calculate
and use

Valuation based
on the price
of comparable
technologies in
the market
Possible to
calculate the most
rational value if
market data is
available

Real option
approach
Valuation
adjusted for
factors of risk
and uncertainty

Possible to
capture present
worth based on
profit-generating
capability

Takes
uncertainty and
risk into account,
rendering a more
flexible valuation

Source: The authors’ study based on Park, Y., Park, G. 2004.

2. The fuzzy analytic hierarchy process
There has been a growth in the number of multiple criteria decision-making methods for
assisting decision-making over the past two decades. These allow decision-makers to evaluate
various alternatives for achieving their goal. Among these, the fuzzy analytic hierarchy process
(FAHP) is one of the most popular (Kahraman et al. 2004; Ghotb, Warren 1995; Teng, Tzeng
1996; Zhau, Goving 1991; Zolfani et al. 2012; Fouladgar et al. 2012). People often use knowledge
that is imprecise rather than precise. The fuzzy set theory could resemble human reasoning in
use of approximate information and uncertainty to generate decisions. In fuzzy set terminology, the ratio supplied by the decision maker is a fuzzy number described by a membership
function. The membership function describes the degree to which elements in the judgment
interval belong to the preference set (Zhau, Goving 1991). Fuzzy AHP consists of deriving
the local priorities from these fuzzy preference ratios, which are subsequently aggregated to
form the whole priorities. Because the preferences in AHP are essentially judgments based on
the perception of human beings (especially for intangibles), the fuzzy approach allows a more
representative description of the decision making process (Ghotb, Warren 1995).
There are several possible ways to represent fuzzy numbers. It is common to use a triangular fuzzy number, which is relatively easy to model and works well with most applications.
The membership function μA(x) of a triangular fuzzy number is shown in Eq. (1) and Fig. 1:
		(x – L)/(M – L), L ≦ x ≦ M,
μA(x) = (U – x)/(U – M), M ≦ x ≦ U,
		
0, otherwise,

(1)

where L ≦ M ≦ U, L and U stand for lower and upper value of the support of A, and
µ A ( x ) → [0,1].
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Memebership Function

μA(x)

L

M

U

x

Fig. 1. Membership function of the triangular fuzzy number

In this study, we adopt the triangular fuzzy number to represent the measurement of the
experts’ view toward the preference of assessment by forming the pairwise comparison matrix.
 represents
 = [m
 ij ]n*n . Here M
The matrix is called the fuzzy positive reciprocal matrix, M
 ij is the fuzzy number of the experts’ preference.
the fuzzy positive reciprocal matrix and m
The whole of the fuzzy AHP process used in our study is as follows:
Step 1. Creating the hierarchy layers: Based on the characteristics decomposed by each
attribute, the hierarchical structure of our model is constructed as shown in Fig. 2. The top
level is the main objective, which is to evaluate which technology valuation methods would
be best in appraising the development of the new materials. The second level is the key evaluation criteria for assessing the objective. Here, there are seven key criteria, identified by
interviewing the experts. They are: data availability, data validity, technology development
evaluability, technology applicability, method adaptability, ease of operation, and implementation cost. Finally, four technology valuation method candidates are placed at the bottom of
the model. These include cost-based approach, market reference, income method, and real
option approach.
Selection of technology valuation method

Data
availability

Data
validity

Technology
development
evaluability

Cost-based
approach

Technology
applicability

Market
reference

Method
adaptability

Income
method

Fig. 2. The fuzzy AHP model

Ease of
operation

Implementation
cost

Real option
approach
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Step 2. Group integration: After the polling process, we convert the experts’ opinion into
fuzzy numbers by the following equations:
= (1/ N ) ⊗ (m
 ij1 ⊗ m
 ij2 ⊗  ⊗ m
 ijN ) ,
M
ij

(2)

 is the integrated triangle fuzzy number, m
 ijk is the i-th to the j-th factor pair comwhere M
ij
parison by expert k, and N is the total number of experts.
Step 3. Building the fuzzy positive reciprocal matrix: From the step 2, we obtain the final
calculated fuzzy numbers for each layer.
Step 4. Calculating the factors’ fuzzy weights: A modified formula for the fuzzy weights
is shown below.
(3)
Z = (a ⊗ a ⊗ a )1/n , ∇i ,
i

i1

i2

in

where: aij – the i-th to the j-th triangular fuzzy number of the fuzzy positive reciprocal matrix;
n – the factor numbers in each layer; Z – the geometric mean of the triangle fuzzy number
 =Z ⊗ ( Z ⊕ Z  ⊕ Z )−1
W
i
i
1
2
n

(4)

 : the fuzzy weight of the i-th factor.
W
i
Step 5. Hierarchy layer sequencing: Calculate the fuzzy weight values for the alternatives
as follows:
n
 • E ,
=
T ∑W
(5)
i

j =1

j

ij

 is the fuzzy weight for the key factor, and
where Ti is the alternative policy fuzzy weights, W
j

Eij is the score for the selective alternatives Ei to the key factor Ej.
Step 6. De-fuzziﬁcation: It is necessary to transform a fuzzy number into a non-fuzzy
number in order to rank the projects. In many research projects, the procedure for de-fuzziﬁcation is to locate the Best Non-fuzzy Performance (BNP) value. Methods of such de-fuzziﬁed
fuzzy ranking include the mean of maximal (MON), centre of area (COA), and α-Cut (Teng,
Tzeng 1996; Zhau, Goving 1991). To utilize the COA method to determine the BNP is simple
and practical. The BNP value of the fuzzy number can be calculated as follows:

BPNj=[(Ui-Li)+(Mi-Li)]/3+Li, ∇i .

(6)

Step 7. Ranking the projects: Finally we are able normalize the BPNj. The formula is
Pi = BPNj/ΣBPNj. The projects can be ranked according to the Pi value.
3. Research design
3.1. Data collection and analysis

The participants included industry practitioners, research analysts and academic researchers
experienced in the development of the new materials industries. The research analysts are
in the renowned research institutes such as Industrial Technology Research Institute, Metal
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Industries Research and Development Center, and the academic researchers are in the prestigious universities including the National Taiwan University, National Chiao Tung University
and National Cheng Kung University.
The survey was conducted in two stages; first, eight experts were interviewed in order
to formulate the hierarchy with the seven evaluation criteria and the alternative technology
valuation methods. Then questionnaires were sent to the targeted experts, and 18 responses
were received. A script was included to ensure consistency and eliminate any bias that could
be caused by the phrasing of the questions. In this study, we followed the fuzzy AHP formulas
which were mentioned previously, and finally produced a set of global weights or priorities
for the alternatives.
3.2. Survey design

The survey was conducted to determine how the experts perceived the relative importance of
the evaluation criteria and the technology valuation methods (Chen, Huang 2004). A questionnaire was developed based on the fuzzy analytic hierarchy. The seven evaluation criteria
are: data availability, data validity, technology development evaluability, technology applicability, method adaptability, ease of operation, and implementation cost. Data availability
refers to the extent of availability of data used for the specific technology valuation method.
Data Validity reflects the degree of validity of the required data for the specific technology
valuation method. Technology development evaluability describes the extent to which the
technology valuation method is able to evaluate the development of the new technology.
Technology applicability refers to the level of capability to which the technology valuation
method appraises the application of the new technology. Method adaptability describes
how match between experts’ opinions and technology valuation methods (Poh et al. 2001).
Ease of operation reflects the degree of difficulty in using the technology valuation method.
Implementation cost describes the amount of money used for implementation of the technology valuation method. In addition, four technology valuation methods, the cost-based
approach, market reference, income method and real option approach, were included in the
fuzzy analytic hierarchy as the decision alternatives.
Each question in the questionnaire consists of a pairwise comparison of two elements at
the same level of the hierarchy. Therefore, the seven criteria in the analytic hierarchy result in
a total of 21 questions. For each question, the respondents were asked to indicate the relative
importance of the two criteria with respect to the objective. Next, the respondents were asked
to pairwise compare the technology valuation methods with respect to each criterion. There are
four technology valuation methods for the seven criteria, resulting in a total of 42 questions.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Comparison of the evaluation criteria

In this study, we first examined the relative importance of the criteria with respect to the
primary objective, the choice of technology valuation methods. Following fuzzy AHP methodology, priorities of evaluation criteria were performed to obtain the relative importance
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Table 2. Priorities of evaluation criteria with respect to the goal
Relative importance
Data availability
Data validity
Technology development evaluability
Technology applicability
Method adaptability
Ease of operation
Implementation cost

Fuzzy Weight
(Triangular Fuzzy Numbers)
(0.077, 0.105, 0.157)
(0.161, 0.251, 0.346)
(0.131, 0.185, 0.256)
(0.101, 0.149, 0.211)
(0.147, 0.211, 0.315)
(0.045, 0.063, 0.107)
(0.057, 0.086, 0.124)

Priority

Ranking

0.103
0.231
0.174
0.140
0.205
0.065
0.081

5
1
3
4
2
7
6

of the factors. Table 2 shows priorities of the evaluation criteria for the goal. The normalized
weights and the rank for the criteria are given in the last two columns.
According to Table 2, the results indicate that the criterion data validity has the highest
weight of 0.231, followed by the criterion method adaptability which has the weight of 0.205.
This shows that when we carry out new material technology valuations, the most important
factor we should be concerned with the validity of the data. Besides how adaptive between
the experts’ opinions and each technology valuation method is also the key criteria we should
consider more.
Technology development evaluability, technology applicability and data availability have
weights of 0.174, 0.140, and 0.103 respectively. These indicate that they are perceived comparatively as secondary level factors and are tactically important. Before a new material becomes
popular, there are a lot of uncertainties and different variables affecting its development and
applications. A good technology valuation method could have the capability to overcome
the uncertainties as much as possible. Furthermore, the more research data you can get, the
more the evaluation uncertainties can be reduced.
Implementation cost and ease of operation have weights of 0.081 and 0.065 respectively,
and are comparatively unimportant. These results indicate that when decision makers choose
the technology valuation methods for new materials development, these two are the least
significant.
4.2. Comparison of the technology valuation methods with respect to the criteria

In this section, we discuss the comparisons performed on the alternative technology valuation
methods with respect to each level-two criterion. Table 3 provides a summary of the overall
results of the comparative study. The last two columns present the overall weights and ranks
given to the five technology valuation methods.
The real option approach had the highest weight of 0.280, followed by the income method
with a weight of 0.264. From Table 3 we can see that the real option approach attains the
highest local weighting in five criteria, while the income method earns the highest local
weight in one criterion and the second highest local weights in five criteria. The rest of the
new materials technology valuation methods, in decreasing order of importance, are market
reference and cost-based approach.

Note: Figures in parentheses represent the Triangular Fuzzy Numbers.

0.249
0.327
0.292
0.269
0.314
0.153
0.190
(0.155, 0.231, 0.361) (0.223, 0.315, 0.442) (0.191, 0.288, 0.397) (0.171, 0.269, 0.368) (0.207, 0.307, 0.428) (0.098, 0.146, 0.215) (0.130, 0.183, 0.258)

Real option
approach

Data availability

0.228
0.314
0.280
0.248
0.282
0.179
0.213
(0.151, 0.222, 0.312) (0.217, 0.311, 0.413) (0.189, 0.271, 0.379) (0.155, 0.213, 0.376) (0.191, 0.275, 0.381) (0.117, 0.173, 0.246) (0.140, 0.204, 0.294)

Technology
development
evaluability

Income
method

Technology
applicability

0.215
0.286
0.237
0.213
0.263
0.168
0.182
(0.138, 0.205, 0.301) (0.187, 0.279, 0.391) (0.151, 0.231, 0.329) (0.140, 0.204, 0.294) (0.171, 0.257, 0.361) (0.111, 0.159, 0.233) (0.117, 0.178, 0.250)

Method
adaptability

Market
reference

Ease of operation

0.176
0.266
0.214
0.200
0.256
0.219
0.154
(0.117, 0.167, 0.244) (0.171, 0.258, 0.368) (0.138, 0.205, 0.300) (0.133, 0.199, 0.267) (0.160, 0.252, 0.355) (0.151, 0.213, 0.293) (0.103, 0.147, 0.213)

Criteria
Implementation
cost

Cost-based
approach

Method

Data validity

Table 3. Overall results of the comparative study

Priority
0.280

0.264

0.235

0.221

Rank
1

2

3

4
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These findings reflect which technology valuation method is deemed most suitable for
adopting in the field of new materials. In general, the real option approach is the most favored
method for evaluating the development of new materials. However, if the decision maker is
more concerned with the ease of operation and implementation costs, the cost-based approach
and income method may be more favorable for carrying out the evaluation.
Conclusions
New materials have been recognized as key drivers for corporate profitability and growth in
today’s fast changing environment. To evaluate the development and gain useful appraising
information of new materials thus becomes a critical issue. Through an appropriate technology valuation method to gain the useful appraising information about the management of
intellectual property rights of the new materials becomes more and more significant. The
main purpose of this study is to select the most suitable technology valuation method in
the field of new materials. Moreover, since little has been done in discussing the selection of
technology valuation methods on the topic of new materials, the importance and exigency
for this kind of research is amplified.
This study applied the fuzzy AHP method to evaluate and select the technology valuation
methods in the field of new materials. People often use knowledge that is imprecise rather
than precise. The fuzzy set theory can be used to resemble human reasoning in the use of
approximate information and uncertainty to generate decisions. It was specifically designed
to mathematically represent uncertainty and vagueness and provide formalized tools for
dealing with the imprecision intrinsic to many problems. Consequently, to make this study
more balanced, and gain a more representative description of the decision-making process,
this paper adopted the fuzzy AHP method to evaluate the technology valuation methods for
new materials development.
The two major findings can be defined as follows: Firstly, the results of the evaluation
criteria indicate that among the seven evaluation criteria, the criterion data validity has the
greatest weight, followed by criteria method adaptability and technology development evaluability in second and third place, respectively. Secondly, based on the subjective judgments
made by experts, this comparative study shows that real option approach and the income
method are the two most favored technology valuation methods in the field of new materials.
The application of the fuzzy AHP method provided a crucial avenue for corporation policy
makers and researchers to evaluate the technology valuation methods for new materials.
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